Inspired
by nature

Torsa®

Reach for more
From the way it looks to the way it feels, Torsa takes
you to a place of possibilities with innovation inspired
by nature — including a new twist on how a Y-support
can stand out (while you sit down). Think of Torsa as
elevated design rooted in natural comfort and the power
to help you thrive.

California born and bred
For 20+ years, we’ve been the go-to destination for built-to-order seating because we combine award-winning
design with the fastest lead times around. Customizing is oh-so-easy with our industry-leading visualization
tool — ChairBuilder + ®. We can build almost any specification you want, deliver it when you need it and offer a
price no one can match. It’s all part of our indie California spirit and drive to help you innovate and inspire.

Flourish with features
Its mesh is breezy and its adjustments are easy. Torsa provides an experience
of ergonomics for the entire office with smart, elegant features — all of which
are standard on every custom configuration.
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Refreshingly refined
There’s something about Torsa that demands attention in every office.
The curve of its frame. The twist of its Y-support. The total control of
comfort at your fingertips. Torsa simply makes elevating your 9-to-5
feel natural and effortless.
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Specifications
Striped mesh

Model

6023
Highback

Overall Width Armless

26

Overall Width with Arms

27

Overall Depth

27.125

Overall Height

44.5

Seat Width

19

Seat Depth

18-20.25

Seat Height

17.36-21.75
19-23.75 (S13)

Back Width

19

Back Height

22

Weight Armless

45 lb

Weight with Arms

50 lb

COM

1 yd

COL

17 sq ft

Weight Capacity Warranty

300 lb

Onyx Stripe

Designer graphite

Desert Stripe

Navy

Fire

Electric Blue

Onyx

Nickel

Fog

Solid mesh

Dimensions are in inches.

Casters

Fog Stripe

Desert

Base options

Graphite

Graphite

White

Polished aluminum

Arm styles

Fixed nylon, white

Fixed nylon, graphite Fixed aluminum

Multi-adjustable
(height/width) nylon,
white

Multi-adjustable
(height/width) nylon,
graphite
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